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Executive Summary 
 
In 2008 the SMART system was promoted to voters by promising that it would reduce traffic 
congestion and fight global warming, presumably by emitting less greenhouse gas (GHG)than 
would be emitted if its riders drove autos or took the existing Golden Gate Transit buses that 
serve the same route. This is exactly how the 2008 ballot started: “To relieve traffic, fight global 
warming ...... shall (SMART) be authorized to ...  levying a 1⁄4-cent sales tax for 20 years...”   
 
Since that time SMART has made no attempt to figure out whether or not they are actually 
delivering on those promises.  We know this because we have asked for any such estimates 
under a Public Records Request (PRR) and were told they don’t exist. (See images at end of this 
report)  There is nothing about GHG savings on SMART’s web site, and a cursory search finds no 
mention of either greenhouse gas savings or congestion relief in SMARTs Strategic Plan or in 
the SMART Board meeting records I’ve examined.  Furthermore, SMARTs response to PRR 
requests reveals that their rider surveys didn’t even ask the kinds of questions needed to made 
an estimate of GHG savings.  One must conclude that SMART’s management and the SMART 
Board simply don’t care whether SMART is saving any GHG or not.  
 
Nevertheless, the agency still purports they have been saving GHG since the language on their 
March 2020 ballot begins as follows: “To continue relieving traffic congestion, reducing 
greenhouse gas emissions....  shall an extension of the .... 1/4-cent voter approved sales tax, ... 
generating approximately $40,000,000 annually for an additional 30 years.... that the State 
cannot take away, be adopted?” Note the word “continue”. 
 
Because SMART has not done any analysis to verify their claim of GHG savings, an independent 
analysis was needed to find out if, in fact, SMART has been saving any.   
 
This paper meets that need by analizing whether SMART is currently saving greenhouse gas.  
Because SMART did not ask riders how many drove versus took the bus before SMART existed 
it’s not possible to make an accurate estimate of SMARTs GHG saving, if any.   But we can 
compare the amount of CO2 SMART emitted last year compared with the amount that would 
be emitted if all SMART’s riders used autos instead of the train, and do the same assuming all 
used the GGT buses instead of the train.  The truth will lie somewhere in between.  There are 
other uncertainties as well, like how many persons would be in each auto.  For these reasons 
the results of this analysis are presented parametrically using two charts.  
 



The chart below displays what is felt the most likely set of results. It assumes the autos and light 
trucks would have an average occupancy of 1.67, which is the national average.  
 
This chart shows that SMART is not saving any GHG today but rather is emitting more than if 
all SMARTs riders took cars and buses instead. (Compare the red line with the blue line.) 
 
 

 
    
As to details, the chart shows that SMART emitted over 3386 metric tons of CO2 in the last 
reporting year.  If 100% of SMART riders switched over to ride the new Golden Gate hybrid 
buses those buses would emit 1000 metric tons of CO2 serving them.  The other end of the blue 
line shows that if 100% of SMART riders switched over to using the existing mix of cars and light 
trucks in Sonoma County those vehicles would emit about 3000 tons of CO2, assuming there 
were 1.67 passengers in each vehicle.  This assumption was felt reasonable in light of the fact 
that the US average for all auto vehicle trips is 1.67.   
 
Just how much more CO2 SMART emits than cars and buses would emit depends on the 
percentage of riders that would switch to cars and light trucks versus the percent that would 
switch to GGT buses and that’s why the lines slope as they do.  Those percentages are unknown 



because SMART never asked for them in their rider surveys.  This chart is also is a simplification 
because some might not make the trip at all, but with no survey data from SMART the 
percentage that would do so is also unknown.  The fact that SMART did not ask for this data in 
their rider surveys suggests they did not care how much, if any, GHG their trains were saving 
because this kind of data would be needed to compute it.  
 
Since SMART may be in operation for decades it is reasonable to compare SMARTs emissions 
with the types of cars and trucks likely to be on the roads in future. Model 2017 vehicles get 
better mileage than the mix of old and new cars now on the roads. The results for that are 
shown by the orange line. President Obama announced an agreement with thirteen large 
automakers to increase fuel economy to 54.5 miles per gallon for cars and light-duty trucks by 
model year 2025.  However, in early August 2018, the EPA under President Trump proposed 
rolling that back it its 2021 target of 37 mpg with no mandate to reduce it beyond that.  Thus 
lines for these auto fuel efficiencies are also shown.  
 
It is beyond the scope of this paper to investigate the potential effects of moving to all electric 
cars, which is absolutely necessary to limit climate change.  (The timeframe for doing this 
depends on many factors but doing it by say 2035 seems appropriate.)  Much depends on how 
fast they are deployed and how renewable the electricity to power them becomes. See my new 
book on global warming for a further explanation. 
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=global+warming+harkness&i=stripbooks&ref=nb_sb_noss_1 
 
There are a number of things that could change this situation one way or another in future.  
The chart shows that SMART is likely to emit more GHG compared to cars and light trucks as 
these road vehicles get more fuel efficient.  On the other hand SMART would look better if the 
extension to the ferry dramatically increased ridership.  The effect of extending SMART to 
Cloverdale is uncertain.  It would attract more riders but the longer route would consume more 
fuel.  
 
One final variable needs to be explored; namely the effect of assuming that autos and light 
trucks would have a lower vehicle occupancy than the 1.67 assumed for the chart above.  The 
chart below presents the results for a situation where SMART riders would divert to autos and 
light trucks having an average of just 1.18 persons per vehicle, which is the US average for 
commute trips.  It’s a type of sensitivity analysis. An occupancy of 1.18 is unrealistic because a 
great many of SMART riders are not regular commuters, but it is presented just to show what 
would happen in a situation much more favorable to SMART. The results are shown in the chart 
below.  
 



 
 
Focus on the upper left. In this case SMART could be saving some GHG if less than about 25% of 
its riders would take the bus if SMART didn’t exist.  However, it’s likely that more than 25% 
would take the bus in which case SMART wouldn’t save any.  The most favorable situation re 
SMART’s ability to save GHG is if 100% of today’s SMART riders would take cars or light trucks if 
SMART didn’t exist, and if vehicle occupancy was only 1.18.  Then SMART could be saving as 
much as 870 tons of CO2/yr.  However, that extreme situation seems very unlikely because 
many would revert back to the bus.  Thus, it’s reasonable to conclude that regardless of 
whether auto occupancy is as low as 1.18 or as high as 1.67 SMART is probably not saving any 
greenhouse gas.  Most likely it is emitting more than cars or buses would.  
 
What happens to SMART ridership, route extension, fuel consumption, and with auto vehicle 
efficiency in the future could change this picture.  Well before the March 2020 vote to extend 
SMARTs sales tax all these factors should be investigated by objective outside experts and the 
results widely published so voters will know whether, over the years ahead, SMART might save 
GHG or not.  That’s important since many probably voted for SMART because they assumed it 
would help the environment.   
 
Because this work cannot be completed before the ballots are mailed in about a month the only 
way this information can be obtained is to defeat the 2020 ballot and vote again in a couple 
years when the effects of the Larkspur extension on ridership are known and an analysis like 
this is, hopefully, available.  
 



CO2 emissions from construction 
 
The focus of this report is to estimate how much, if any, GHG SMART is saving during actual 
operations; however, if SMART is to help in the fight against global warming it must save more 
during operations than what was emitted building it.  Its beyond my scope to attempt an 
estimate of the total CO2 emitted constructing SMART, but we can get a feel for the situation 
by estimating how much was emitted just to manufacture the steel rails.  The rails weigh about 
9600 tons and about 17,300 tons of CO2 was emitted making them.  Therefore IF SMART were 
to save 870 tons of CO2/yr. it would take 20 years just to offset the amount of CO2 emitted 
producing the rails. This kind of analysis would be needed to assess the merits of any future 
extension to Cloverdale.   
 
 
There are better ways to save GHG 
 
The recent IPCC report on Climate Change shows why it is imperative to rapidly reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions.  But also shows that it will be very expensive to do so.  Thus it’s 
relevant to estimate how much GHG could be saved if we spent the $2.4 billion SMART is asking 
for on other GHG mitigation measures that might be more cost-effective.  One of those would 
be to spend it on wind turbines because they are one of the most cost-effective ways to 
generate clean renewable power.   
 
The detailed analysis in this report yields the following results: 
 

If the $2.4 billion SMART hopes to collect from the proposed tax extension were instead 
spent on large wind turbines they could produce all the electricity used by all the homes 
in Marin and Sonoma counties. 
 
For $3.5 million we could buy one wind turbine that would save more CO2 than SMART 
is saving even if the unknowns about mode-split and vehicle occupancy are highly 
biased in SMART’s favor. (Namely by assuming that 100% of SMART riders would take 
autos and light trucks if SMART didn’t exist, none would take the GGT bus, and that auto 
vehicle occupancy would be only 1.18)  In this scenario that one turbine would save 
about 1400 tons/yr. while SMART saves 870. 
 
Under a most extreme scenario -where SMART ridership doubles after the Larkspur and 
Novato stations open rather than increases by 5% as SMARTs financial plan anticipates; 
and SMART trains magically emit no GHG at all; and 100% of SMART’s riders would take 
cars and light trucks if SMART didn’t exist; and their vehicle occupancy was only 1.18- 
SMART would save 8500 tons of CO2/yr.  In contrast just spending what SMART collects 
in one year ($37 million) on wind turbines would save 15,000 tons of CO2/yr.  
 



It is clear from this analysis that if society wants to reduce GHG emissions, which is absolutely 
essential to limit global warming, spending money on SMART is far from the best way to do it.  
   
 
 
  



MAIN REPORT 
 
NOTE: This is an unpaid volunteer effort so I haven’t taken the time to organize and format 
everything perfectly. 
 
Objective: Estimate how much greenhouse gas SMART is saving, if any.  
 
The original ballot for SMART said the purpose of the system was to reduce congestion and 
save greenhouse gas.  However SMART has never produced, much less published on their web 
site, any estimate of how much they have reduced either congestion or GHG.  They said so in 
response to a recent Public Documents Request.  (See images of the relevant letter at end of 
this report.)  This document is an attempt to get that data about SMART’s GHG impacts from 
what little information SMART did provide, plus from other sources.   
 
For this analysis the large amount of GHG emitted to manufacture all the steel, concrete and 
other materials for SMART track, vehicles, and facilities – and the actual construction- is 
ignored.  However building SMART did emit a great deal of GHG and if any GHG is being saved 
during SMARTs actual operation -by attracting former auto users- that savings would slowly 
offset that initial injection of GHG.  Thus if SMART operations are actually saving GHG after 
some years it would save as much as it originally emitted (reach break-even) and after that 
actually make a contribution toward reducing global warming.  Its outside the scope of this 
paper to estimate how much GHG was created building SMART, but there is a questionable 
estimate in SMARTs original EIR which was completed about ten years ago.   
 
This paper estimates how much it is saving, if any, during operations.  
 
The approach in this paper is to estimate three things:  1) the amount of GHG currently emitted 
by the SMART organization, 2)  the GHG that would be emitted if all SMART riders suddenly 
reverted to driving cars and light trucks, and 3) the GHG that would be emitted if all SMART 
riders suddenly reverted to riding the Golden Gate Transit buses that operate along about the 
same route.  SMARTs GHG savings if any will depend on what percentage of SMART riders were 
former auto drivers or would go back to being auto drivers if SMART ceased operations versus 
the percentage what were or would go back to riding the bus.  Since SMART has never asked 
their riders what they did before SMART arrived or would do if it ceased operation those 
percentages are very hard to estimate.  They fact they never asked is clear evidence SMART 
does not care about how well they are achieving what they promised on the ballot.  Now to the 
estimates. 
 
Screenshots of the sources of data used in this analysis are included at the end. 
 
SMART‘s CO2 emissions 



 
SMART’s  diesel fuel emissions: 
Usage: An analysis of SMARTs records of diesel fuel pumped into their trains -as obtained using 
a PDR- showed that the trains consumed 313,002 gallons of diesel fuel between Oct 2017 and 
Sept 2018.  The fuel they use Ultra Low red Dyed Diesel #2, which, per California law, is 95% 
petroleum and 5% bio-fuel.   
 
Conversion rate:  The diesel fuel emissions factor for 100% petroleum based diesel is 22.4 lbs 
CO2/gallon https://www.eia.gov/environment/emissions/co2_vol_mass.php However the mix 
used in California emits about 21.7 pounds CO2/gallon.   
 
Result:  SMART trains used 313,000 gallons of regular diesel so they emitted 6.79 million 
pounds, or about 3084 metric tons) of CO2 in 2018.   
 
 
SMART’s electricity emissions: 
Usage: An analysis of SMARTs electric bills provided by SMART in Dec 2019 in response to a PRR 
showed that SMART consumed about 1,313 Megawatt hours of electricity in a 12 month period 
ranging from Oct 2018 to Sept 2019.  
 
Emissions rate: There are several sources regarding the emissions from electricity used in 
California: (screenshots from those sources are at end of this document)  

PGE:    294 lbs/MWh in 2017  (0.133 metric Tons) 
EPA for WECC:  530 lbs/MWh in 2016 (0.24 metric Tons) 
ARB:  506 lbs/MWh (0.23 metric tons) 
CAISO:  616 lbs/MWh  

 
Results: If PGEs figure of 294 lbs/MWh is used generating that years-worth of electricity 
produced 175 metric tons of CO2 
 
If ARB’s figure of 506 lbs/MWh is used, generating the electricity SMART consumed in that 12-
month period produced 302 metric tons of CO2. 
 
Because the mix of sources that a utility buys power from is different from the mix of sources 
actually putting power on the grid its controversial which rate is best used for this analysis.  In 
my view the actual power mix on the grid as reported by the California Air Resources Board 
(ARB) is most applicable because that is what SMART is actually using.  
 
SMART’s natural gas emissions: 
SMART uses natural gas to heat its offices and maintenance shop.  Due to lack of data and time 
this will be ignored. 
 



SMART’s total annual greenhouse gas emissions:  
 

From diesel fuel: 3084 mT of CO2   
From electricity: 302 mT of CO2 
From natural gas: ?? (used to heat offices and maintenance shops) 
From maintenance vehicles: ?? 
From staff business travel:  ?? 
 

Since we don’t know some of SMART’s emissions, we will assume that they emitted at least 
3386 metricTons CO2/yr  
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Auto vehicle emissions reduced by SMART:  
 
The number of people who rode SMART but would take taken a car if SMART did not exist is 
uncertain, and therefore the GHG savings, if any, produced by SMART can only be estimated 
parametrically.  For instance, it can be calculated assuming that every SMART rider would have 
driven a car and none were former bus riders.  Or we can assume the converse. To begin we 
need to estimate how much GHG would be emitted if everyone drove in cars and light trucks.  
That’s done in this section. 
 
The results of this analysis depend on assumptions about vehicle occupancy and the fuel 
efficiency of the vehicles.  Thus the results are presented in the excel table below. This data was 
used to make the two charts in this report. 
 



 
 
 
Some details behind this spreadsheet table follow. 
 
Vehicle miles as function of vehicle occupancy:   
If all SMARTs riders drove alone instead of riding SMART it would add 16.72 million auto and 
light truck vehicle miles to the roads. 
 
If each road vehicle carried 1.67 persons, which is the US average car occupancy rate,    
it would add 10 million vehicle miles.  
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/tpm/guidance/avo_factors.pdf 
And https://www.energy.gov/eere/vehicles/fact-613-march-8-2010-vehicle-occupancy-rates 
 
If each road vehicle carried 1.18 persons, which is the US average car occupancy rate for 
commuting to work, it would add 14.18 million vehicle miles.  
 
Vehicle emissions rate: 
 



Vehicle miles of travel must be converted into CO2 emissions.  That conversion rate depends on 
the mix and ages of vehicles that SMART riders would use if not riding the train.   
   
Per the EPA, one gallon of gasoline produces 19.6 pounds of CO2. 
https://www.eia.gov/environment/emissions/co2_vol_mass.php The average vehicle today 
gets 21.6 mpg and emits 411 grams of CO2 per vehicle mile. (this translates to 0.97 lbs/mile)  
https://www.fhwa.dot.gov/tpm/guidance/avo_factors.pdf 
 
However according to the California Air Resource Board Sonoma County vehicles do better and 
when the raw ARB data is converted are found to emit 0.66 pounds of CO2 per vehicle mile. 
Since this data is specific to Sonoma County it is used rather than the national number cited just 
above.  https://www.arb.ca.gov/emfac/2017/?_ga=2.94188701.1874475040.1576692077-
1492027067.1570656063 
 
Thus -using the ARB data- if 100% of the SMART’s annual riders took todays mix of vehicles 
rather than using the SMART train they would emit 5020 metric tons of CO2 if driving alone, 
4254 mTons with 1.18 persons per vehicle, 3347 mTons with 1.5 persons per vehicle and just 
3006 mTs with 1.67 persons per vehicle.  
 
 
Looking ahead: We are not just interested in how much GHG SMART may be saving right now 
but also how much it might save in the future as cars get more fuel efficient per Federal 
regulations, and as more people buy hybrid and pure electric cars.  Thus four estimates were 
produced for the table above. The first is for the mix of new and older vehicles now on the road 
in Sonoma County.  Their emissions rate came from the Air Resources board. I computed a 
weighed average for the three types of cars and one type of light truck I judged must likely to 
be used by SMART riders. I also computed emissions for the cars and light trucks in the 2017 
model year, and for vehicle fleets getting 37 and 54 mpg per existing or proposed Federal 
standards.  These quotes are relevant.  
 

On July 29, 2011, President Obama announced an agreement with thirteen large 
automakers to increase fuel economy to 54.5 miles per gallon for cars and light-duty 
trucks by model year 2025. He was joined by Ford, GM, Chrysler, BMW, Honda, Hyundai, 
Jaguar/Land Rover, Kia, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Toyota, and Volvo—which together 
account for over 90% of all vehicles sold in the United States—as well as the United 
Auto Workers (UAW), and the State of California, who were all participants in the deal. 
 
In early August 2018, the EPA and Department of Transportation, now operating under 
the Presidency of Donald Trump, issued a proposed ruling that, if enacted, would 
rollback some of the goals set in 2012 under President Obama. The ruling would freeze 
the fuel economy goals to the 2021 target of 37 mpg, would halt requirements on the 
production of hybrid and electric cars, and would eliminate the legal waiver that allows 
states like California to set more stringent standards. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corporate_average_fuel_economy 



--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Bus Emissions to serve SMART’s passengers 
  
If all SMARTs present riders switched to Golden Gate Transit buses how much GHG would 
serving them emit?   
 
According to the National Transit Data Base and GGT staff the following figures apply to bus 
operations using their old buses during reporting year 2018, which is actually FY 2018 or July 
2017 thru July 2018.  
https://www.transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/transit_agency_profile_doc/2018/90016.pd
f 
 

Passenger-miles of travel = 58.49 million 
Revenue bus miles = 4.23 million (meaning riders are on board) 
Total bus miles =5.13 million (includes deadhead and maintenance miles) 
Total fuel used = 1.32 million gallons of “renewable” diesel 

 
This comes to 3.83 gallons per bus-mile for the old buses.  However Golden Gate Transit is 
switching to 40-foot Gillig electric hybrid buses which are more fuel efficient than the buses 
they are replacing.  https://www.goldengate.org/assets/1/24/short-range-transit-plan-fy2019-
2028.pdf  Staff estimates they will get 5 bus miles per gallon. Thus from now on the same 
passenger-miles of travel would consume 1.03 million gallons of diesel, and GGT would get 
56.79 passenger-miles/gallon. 
 

3.83/5 x 1.32 million gallons = 1.03 million gallons 
 
58.49 / 1.03 =  56.79  passenger-miles/gallon  
 

SMART carried 16.72 million passenger miles in reporting year 2018.  If that passenger load 
were transferred to the new GGT hybrid electric buses getting 56.79 passenger miles per gallon 
they would consume about 294,400 gallons of diesel serving it.  Actually, according to GGT 
staff, they would probably consume less since the number of riders on the existing buses would 
rise.  Nevertheless, to be conservative the figure of 294,400 is used below.   
 
 
Convert gallons to emissions: The GGT buses use RD 99 Renewable fuel that emits about one 
third as much CO2 over its lifecycle than regular petroleum based diesel.   
 
At 22.4 pounds of CO2 per gallon 294,400 gallons of regular diesel would emit 6.59 million 
pounds of CO2, which translates into about 3000 metric tons.  However, since the Renewable 
diesel GGT uses emits only one third as much CO2 as regular diesel, GGT would produce about 
1000 tons serving former SMART passengers.   
 



 
Other considerations: This analysis assumes GGT’s use of electricity would not increase by 
adding more buses to handle former SMART passengers because the offices and maintenance 
facilities are in place.  It also assumes that new buses would be needed as opposed to just 
increasing the occupancy on the exiting rt 72, 72x, 74, 101 and 101x buses.  On the other hand, 
GGT staff says that some of the former SMART riders could be accommodated by increasing 
ridership on those routes, meaning the GGT emissions would be less than estimated here.  
These considerations are noted but it’s not practical to try to assess them here, particularly 
since it’s conservative (ie: in SMARTs favor) to ignore them.  
 
In sum, and using a conservative approach, GGT could serve the same ridership (in PMT) as 
SMART by emitting about 1000 metric tons of CO2. 
   
Note that GG Transit could eventually replace the diesel/electric hybrid buses with pure electric 
buses and reduce their emissions still further, whereas to become all-electric SMART would 
need to replace all their trains and electrify their route.   
 
 
 

Conclusions:  
 
What we have shown so far is that SMART provided 16.7 million passenger miles of travel in a 
recent 12-month period.  The emissions from meeting that same demand using the three 
different options are as follows: 
 

Everyone on SMART:  now emits 3386 metric tons of CO2/yr 
 
Everyone in today’s mix of cars, vans and light trucks:  would emit 4332 metric tons of 
CO2/yr if the average vehicle occupancy was 1.18 passengers/vehicle or 3006 mTons if it 
was 1.67. 
 
Future cars and light trucks: With the average vehicle occupancy of 1.67  Model year 
2017 vehicles would emit 2673 tons, if all got 37 mpg they would emit 2313 tons and if 
they all got 54 mpg they would emit 1653 gallons.  
    
Everyone riding Golden Gate hybrid buses: would emit 1000 metric tons of CO2/yr 
 

These results are plotted in the chart below for an average vehicle occupancy of 1.67, which is 
the national average for all types of trips. 
 
 



 
 
Clearly this chart and this data shows that if all of today’s SMART riders switched to using 
today’s mix of autos and light trucks with an average occupancy of 1.67 persons per vehicle 
then SMART does not save any greenhouse gas relative to them doing that.  Likewise, if all 
switched over to using Golden Gate Transit buses then SMART still would not save any 
greenhouse gas.  Thus SMART is not saving any greenhouse gas, rather it is increasing it.  
 
How much SMART is increasing CO2 emissions over cars and buses it depends on the 
percentage of riders who would go back to using cars and light trucks versus the percentage 
that would take the GGT buses.  We have submitted PDRs to obtain copies of any rider surveys 
that SMART has conducted because they might have asked about those percentages.  However 
SMART asserts it has no rider surveys despite the fact it has conducted three of them.  In the 
one we have examined so far SMART never asked the relevant questions.  In a presentation to 
the SMART Board, staff summarized all three surveys but did not mention these percentages 
indicating either that none of the surveys asked and/or that neither SMART or the SMART 
Board actually wanted to know SMARTs impact on GHG.  Details are contained in the 
screenshots of various documents included at the end of this paper.  In short, SMART has 
refused to provide information we know exists despite PDR’s requesting it.  And without such 
data it’s impossible to calculate how much more GHG SMART emits than would be emitted if all 
SMARTs current riders switched over to using cars, light trucks and buses.     
 



Nor we have any data from SMART rider surveys that would reveal how many SMART riders 
would travel together in the same vehicle if SMART didn’t exist. Thus we are forced to assume 
the national average of 1.67. 
 
Nevertheless, the chart below shows the results if there were only 1.18 persons per vehicle. 
 

 
 
SMART would do better in these comparisons if, in future, ridership increased more than the 
extra fuel trains would use in serving it. Starting service to Larkspur and Windsor will no doubt 
attract additional riders -making SMART more GHG efficient- but it also adds route miles and 
perhaps additional or larger trains, which would make it less GHG efficient.  The balance is 
uncertain. Extending the line to Cloverdale would probably attract relatively few new riders but 
would extend the number of train miles and thus fuel consumption significantly. Again, the 
balance is uncertain.  In addition, constructing it would emit a significant amount of CO2. 
 
As the chart shows, the amount of excess GHG that SMART emits with today’s ridership relative 
to today’s mix of autos and light trucks, and relative to today’s new hybrid GGT buses may 
increase in future as cars and light trucks get more fuel efficient and when the hybrid buses are 
replaced by all electric ones.  In other words, SMART may look worse and worse in terms of its 
impact on global warming as time moves forward.  It is not in our scope to analyze that, but it 
should be done when considering the merits of funding, keeping or extending SMART over the 
decades ahead.  Certainly such an analysis is merited before voters are asked to approve an 
extension of the sales tax, which is now being unreasonably scheduled for March 2020. 
 



Recovering the CO2 emitted to construct SMART  
 
The focus of this report is on potential CO2 savings during passenger carrying operation, but it’s 
important to recall that a great deal of CO2 was emitted constructing SMART.  If SMART saved 
CO2 during operation it would slowly recover that up-front burst of CO2 until it breaks even 
from an emissions viewpoint.  Thereafter it could actually begin to save CO2 and help the 
environment.  Its beyond my scope to try to estimate total construction emissions, but they 
consist of emissions from producing all the steel and concrete for track, trains, crossings, and 
stations; plus that emitted by construction machinery like bulldozers.  The next paragraph gives 
some feel for construction emissions. 
 
SMART has laid roughly 50 miles of track, which means they used about 100 miles of steel rail.  I 
don’t know what SMARTs rail weighs but a mid-size rail weighs 40 pounds/ft.  Given that 
assumption, SMART used 21 million pounds or 9600 metric tons of steel rail.  Producing one ton 
of steel emits about 1.8 tons of CO2 so 17,280 tons of CO2 was emitted just producing steel for 
SMARTs rails.  If SMART saved 870 tons of CO2 annually it would take 20 years just to recover 
what was emitted producing the rails.   
 
This kind of thing should be considered when thinking about an extension to Cloverdale.  
 
 
 
Putting any SMART GHG savings in perspective 
  
In that favorable-to-SMART albeit unrealistic case just described SMART would have saved 870 
tons of CO2 per year.  Back in 2011 the amount of CO2 emitted in Marin and Sonoma Counties 
was over 5,900,000 tons.*  Saving any GHG is good but this would only be one ton out of every 
6782 tons that the two counties emitted.  It’s a bit more than one hundredths of one percent. 
(* No more recent figures are available.)  
 



 
 
 
 
Better ways to save GHG 
 
 The recent IPCC report on Climate Change shows why it is imperative to rapidly reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions.  But also shows that it will be very expensive to do so.  Thus it’s 
reasonable to estimate how much GHG could be reduced if we spent the $2.4 billion SMART is 
asking for on other mitigation measures that might be more cost-effective.  One of those might 
be to spend our tax money on wind turbines because they are one of the most cost-effective 
ways to generate clean renewable power.   
 
How much money would we have to work with?  In FY 2018 SMART collected $37.1 million 
from its sales tax in Marin and Sonoma counties.  The Strategic Plan projects that will grow at 
3% per year out to 2059.  
https://sonomamarintrain.org/sites/default/files/Financial%20Documents/SMART_2014_Strate
gicPlan_Final.pdf. 
 
Typical (ie: large) wind turbines have a rated capacity of 2 mw ( mw=mega watts) and cost 
about $3.5 million installed. http://www.windustry.org/how_much_do_wind_turbines_cost 
 
Their capacity factor is about 34.6%, thus each turbine can produce about 6062 mega-wh/yr. 
This is the same as 6 giga-watt hours. 
 
2x24x365x0.346 = 6062  
 
Marin county consumed 1330 giga-watt hours of electricity in 2018 and Sonoma County 
consumed 2927 giga-watt hours.  Thus the two-county total for all uses is about 4260 giga-watt 
hours. https://ecdms.energy.ca.gov/elecbycounty.aspx 
 



It would therefore take 710 large wind turbines to produce as much electricity as both counties 
use for all purposes.  Residences use about 1900 giga-watt hours of that total so it would take 
about 317 turbines to supply just the residential electricity.  This is admittedly a much simplified 
analysis since we don’t yet have practical ways to store wind and solar power.  Nevertheless its 
instructive.  
 
SMARTs income stream from the sales tax ($37M/yr) would allow us to buy about 10.6 wind 
turbines per year.  Over the 30-year life of the proposed tax extension we could purchase 317 
of them.  (Coincidentally the numbers are the same.) This is clearly not nearly enough to supply 
all the electricity in both counties but it would power all residences. And it might save quite a 
bit of CO2. Put another way, if all the $2.4 billion SMART hopes to collect were instead spent on 
wind turbines they could produce all the electricity used by homes in Marin and Sonoma 
counties. 
 
As cited earlier the California Air Resources Board estimates 0.23 tons of CO2 is now emitted 
for every mega-watt/hour of electricity used in California because not all of it comes from 
renewable sources.  One large wind turbine can generate 6062 mega-watt hrs/yr. Thus if one 
wind turbine were added to the grid -so as to replace a fossil fuel source- it could save 1394 
tons of CO2 every year.   
 
This takes us to one interesting conclusion.  For $3.5 million we could buy one wind turbine that 
would save more CO2 than SMART is saving under the very favorable case cited above.  The one 
turbine would save 1394 tons while SMART saves 870.  
 
It follows that the 10.7 turbines -that could be purchased in one year with the money SMART 
collects- could save about 15,000 tons of CO2, which is probably far more than any conceivable 
use of SMART could save. But lets look. 
 
It’s useful to carry this line of thinking one more step by looking at a hypothetical and extreme 
scenario even more favorable to SMART.  The second chart shows that if all SMARTs riders took 
todays mix of cars and light trucks instead of riding the train they would emit 4254 tons of 
CO2/yr., assuming an unrealistically low vehicle occupancy of 1.18.  Now let’s assume that the 
SMART trains emitted absolutely NO GHG at all.  In this case SMART could save 4254 tons of 
CO2 a year by carrying all those folks relative to them taking cars and light trucks.  Now lets 
further assume SMART ridership somehow doubles so now it saves twice that, or about 8500 
tons per years.  A ridership doubling is highly unlikely since SMART expects ridership to only 
increase about 5% when the Larkspur and Novato stations are opened.  “Fare revenue is 
projected to increase 5% due to the opening of the Larkspur and Novato Stations.” 
https://www.sonomamarintrain.org/sites/default/files/Financial%20Documents/FY%202019-
20%20Approved%20Budget%20And%20FY%202018-19%20Year%20End.pdf 
 
In sum, under this highly unrealistic scenario -where every possible factor is strongly biased to 
favor SMART-  SMART would only save 8500 tons of CO2 per year. This is far less than the 10.7 



wind turbines -that could be purchased with one years sales tax income ($37 million)- could 
save (15,000 tons). 
 
 
 

-------------------------end of main report ------------------------------- 
  



The materiel below is loosely organized and should be considered as working 
notes.  But it also includes images of some of the Public Records Requests sent to 
SMART and how they responded.  This report is an unpaid voluntary effort so I am 
taking the liberty to not format it more professionally.  
   
 
Are SMART riders former auto or former bus riders? 

 
Here is the response to an early PRR asking for data on SMARTs estimate -in the EIR- of how 
much energy it took to build the system. It also asked for SMARTs electricity and natural gas 
consumption.  Apparently SMART claims it does not tally how much of either they use, but such 
data are needed to estimate SMARTs total GHG emissions.  More recently they reported their 
electricity use in response to another PRR. 
 

 
 

The SMART response was in error.  The average trip length is not in fact the 43-mile length of 
the entire line.  It’s about 24 miles.  Notice the use of the term “particular document” as an 
excuse for not finding the trip length data, which was cited in another SMART document and 
must have been calculated on some spreadsheet. See one of the screenshots or quotes at end 
of this report for details. 
 



Here is how SMART responded to another PRR asking about greenhouse gas emissions, their 
effect on congestion, and ridership surveys. 
 
 

 
 
 
Here is how they responded to the first several questions.  They inserted the terms “maintain” 
and “in the format requested” as an excuse for not providing the information we requested.  
We did not request it be in any particular format.  
 



 
 
 
 
Here is how we know SMART conducted and had possession of rider surveys: 
 

 
 
Subsequent charts in this Board presentation said nothing about what SMART riders did before 
SMART began operations or would do if SMART ceased operations.  Why SMART did not ask for 
those questions to be included in the surveys is not clear, but it suggests that SMART isn’t really 
interested in whether they are saving GHG or not despite it being listed as one of the two 
promised benefits on their ballot seeking funding.  
 
The Spring 2018 riders survey was in fact done for both the MTC and SMART as the beginning of 
this memo from the Survey consultant indicates: 



 
 
Someone did find a full copy of the third survey.  A close look at the full set of survey questions 
and the detailed report of the results -obtained from the document below- clearly show that 
questions about how SMART riders traveled before SMART or would travel if SMART ceased 
operations were not asked. 
 
Also the screenshot below proves SMART had this document and should have provided it in 
response to our PDR.   
 



 
 
 
 
How many SMART riders came from buses or would go back to them? 
 
To estimate how much GHG SMART is saving, or emitting in excess of what autos and buses 
serving the same riders would emit, its necessary to know what percentage of SMART riders 
switched from GGT buses to SMART when SMART started operating or what percentage would 
switch back to them if SMART ceased operating.  The same data is needed for riders who came 
from or would go back to driving cars and light trucks.   
 
At present we do not know those percentages.  If SMART were interested in knowing how 
much GHG they have saved, if any, they would have surveyed riders to learn those percentages.   
What we do know is that SMART has conducted two ridership surveys, one in August 2017 and 
one in February 2018.  SMART also had a copy of a Metropolitan Transportation Commissions 
survey done Spring 2018.  Some of the results of those surveys were reported to the SMART 
Board on October 17, 2018.     
https://www.sonomamarintrain.org/sites/default/files/Board/COC%20Documents/Board%20W
orkshop%20-%20Part%201.pdf 



 
In that report nothing was said about those two percentages or even if the question was asked.  
Some of us asked SMART for copies of any surveys they had done and SMART responded that 
they had no such information “in the format requested”, even though we didn’t request any 
particular format.  
 
However, it turned out later that one of us did have a complete copy of the questions and 
results of the Spring 2018 rider survey and it did not contain any questions asking how SMART 
riders traveled before SMART or would travel if SMART ceased operations.   
 
The net of this is that the results must be presented parametrically using charts.  If one knew 
the proper percentage one could draw a vertical line there and read off the amount of CO2 
emitted by SMART, the cars and the buses.   
 
 

Details re electrical power emissions:  
 
This is a good paper on GHG for electric sector in Cal. 
https://www.ethree.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/05/CPUC_GHG_Revised_Report_v3b_update_Oct2010.pdf 
“Retail providers’ remaining power purchase needs, which are not met with specified 
purchases, are assumed to be met with “unspecified power” purchases.  In the GHG Calculator, 
the default emissions intensity of unspecified power purchases is 1,100 lbs CO2/MWh (0.5 
metric tons CO2/MWh).  “ ((page 52)  these two charts were in this 2010 study. 
 



 
 
Eyeballing the chart suggests PGE got about .24 tonnes/MWh 
.24 tons at 2200 lbs/tonne = 528 lbs/MWh  the chart below shows it’s gotten much better since 
2008 
 
 
These are the data sources for CO2 emissions per MWh.    
------------------- 
Caiso web site:  has GHG/mwh  0.237 metric tons/MWh right now at this hour, but that varies 
widely by time of day. It changed to 0.215 when screenshot below was taken 
http://www.caiso.com/TodaysOutlook/Pages/Emissions.aspx 
Customer Service 
(916) 608-7320 
 
It has this quote: 
For the purpose of this GHG tracking report ,the GHG emissions from unspecified imports, 
including EIM transfers serving ISO load are based on the unspecified emission rate established 
by CARB of 0.428mTCO2/MWh. 
 



 
This chart shows how the sources in CAISO vary by hour of days 
 

 



_______________________ 
 
This chart gives emissions for the western grid which show 616 lbs CO2/MWh  
 

 
 
____________________ 
This is a 2017 chart from Cal. air resources board reporting 0.23 tonne CO2/MWh, which comes 
to 506 lbs/MWh 
 



 
This EPA doc shows WECC for California emits 530 lbs CO2/MWh 
 



 
 
 
This PGE document pegs PGE emissions as 294 lbs CO2 in 2016 
 

 
 
The following is from: 
http://www.pgecorp.com/corp_responsibility/reports/2018/en02_climate_change.html 
It contains this table: 



 
 
SUMMARY from above sources: 
 
PGE:    294 lbs/MWh in 2017 
EPA for WECC:  530 lbs/MWh in 2016 
ARB:  506 lbs/MWh  
CAISO:  616 lbs/MWh  
 
See also: 
https://www.wecc.org/_layouts/15/WopiFrame.aspx?sourcedoc=/Administrative/Balancing_A
uthorities_JAN17.pdf&action=default&DefaultItemOpen=1 
 



http://www.caiso.com/Documents/GreenhouseGasEmissionsTracking-Methodology.pdf 
 
“The total carbon footprint for the average California household is 44 metric tons of 
CO2equivalent gases per year (tCO2e).” https://rael.berkeley.edu/wp-
content/uploads/2018/04/Jones-Wheeler-Kammen-700-California-Cities-Carbon-Footprint-
2018.pdf 
 
 
Details re auto and truck emissions:  
 
This is the diesel fuel conversion factor:  22.4 lbs CO2/gallon for 100% petroleum based diesel. 
from: https://www.eia.gov/environment/emissions/co2_vol_mass.php 
 
 
 

 
 
This chart from nhts is the source of data showing the average commute trip was made with a 
1.18 persons/vehicle and the national average for all trips is 1.67. 
 



 
This data was used to plot the Model year 2017 line on the charts 

 
 
GGT data: 
 

 



This chart from the California Air Resources Board gives CI values of 30% and 32% for 
“Renewable diesel” used by GGT.  I checked this with the fuel manufacturer and distributor. To 
be conservative in a way that favors SMART I used 33% in making the charts.   
 

 
 
 
SMART’s sales tax revenue. One source of the $37 million mentioned in this report: 

 
 



 

-------------------- 
MISC INFO from SMART’s 2019 Strategic Plan: 
 

“Spent $600 Million” 
“Riders payed total of $7.4 million thru June 2019.”  This indicates that taxpayers not 
riders are paying almost 99% of the cost of SMART. 
From 2009 to 2019 sales tax was planned to raise $890 Million but actually took in $7 
million less.  This is the reason or excuse SMART uses for not building the full 70-mile 
system and complete bike path promised to voters on the 2008 ballot. 
 
Per SMART 30-year budget they would collect $2,419 million more than if the tax 
expired in 2029. This is the source of the often-mentioned figure of $2.4 billion. 

 
 
These are other miscellaneous items of relevance:  
 

SMART train cars carried an average of 21 passengers although they had a standing 
capacity of -------------- and -----------.  There were 158 –237 seats per train set.  
https://www.transit.dot.gov/sites/fta.dot.gov/files/transit_agency_profile_doc/2018/90
299.pdf 

________________ 
SMART did an EIR for the Larkspur extension which can be found on their Web site, it estimated 
GHG impacts but did so poorly and the details done by a consultant were not included.  For 
instance, the construction GHG did not include the CO2 produced by making rails and concrete.  
https://sonomamarintrain.org/sites/default/files/Document%20Library/SMART_EA_Dec19_508
c_0.pdf 
 
________ 
Eachtwocartrainsethascapacityforupto158seatedpassengers,160standingpassengersand24bicyc
les,dependingonthemixofbikes,wheelchairs,strollersandtheuseofflipseats. 
https://sonomamarintrain.org/sites/default/files/Financial%20Documents/SMART_2014_Strate
gicPlan_Final.pdf 
 
Quotes from Strategic Plan.  These show how taxpayers have paid about 99% of the cost of 
SMART while riders have contributed only about 1%.  It suggests that SMARTs excuse that the 
recession caused it to default on its promise to build a 70-mile system with a bike path is 
questionable.  It suggests that if the 2020 ballot for a 30-year tax extension is granted then 
SMART will re-finance their bonds making it impossible for taxpayers to stop that tax anytime in 
the next 40 years even if SMART fails to deliver and we have more urgent needs.  It says the 
average trip length is 24 miles, although SMARTs response to a PRR said they didn’t have that 
data.   
 



“Voters and taxpayers have invested nearly $600 million into SMART” (p 6) in:  .... 
SMART currently operates a fleet of fourteen Diesel Multiple Unit (DMU) rail vehicles in 
two and three-car train set configurations with a seated capacity of 158 –237 per train 
set. (p8) 
 
With collection that started in April 2009, the sales tax was originally projected to 
generate $890 million over 20 years through its sunset in April 2029.   Sales tax receipts 
that SMART received in the first years of the tax were lower than initially projected 
between 2009 and 2013 due to the 2008“great”recession,reducing it by $6.6 million (p 
13) 
 
The average fare per passenger during that same Fiscal Year was $5.74 which is inclusive 
of the discounts provided to seniors, youth, disabled riders, 31-day pass holders, and 
Eco Pass users. The average SMART passenger travels 2-3 zones or an estimated 24 
miles per trip. In the first two years of service, SMART has received a total of $7.4 
million in fare revenue through June of 2019, exceeding original budgeted estimates.   
For purposes of this financial projection, we are assuming that fares increase by 3% 
annually   
 
Debt service:  In order to provide enough funding to build the train and pathway, 
SMART issued debt in 2011 that relied on tax revenue until the expiration of Measure Q 
in 2029. SMART currently pays$17million a year in debt service related to the 
construction of the initial 44-mile service corridor.  This debt service is scheduled to 
grow to $21.9million in 2028.  This is a significant debt burden that could be reduced to 
$6 million if the tax were extended past its initial expiration date as discussed earlier.  
Extension of the expiration date would allow the District to begin a debt restructuring 
process in anticipation of the ability to “call” its bonds in 2022.  
https://www.sonomamarintrain.org/sites/default/files/Financial%20Documents/2019%
20Strategic%20Plan%20Final-Nov%202019.pdf 

 
There is NO mention of GHG or congestion reduction in SMARTs strategic plan 
 
----------------- 
“8% increase in Passenger Fare Revenue in FY19 actuals budget; 5% increase assumed in 
FY20”...“Fare revenue is projected to increase 5% due to the opening of the Larkspur and 
Novato Stations.” 
This indicates that SMART is not anticipating a big jump in riders due to Larkspur. 
https://www.sonomamarintrain.org/sites/default/files/Financial%20Documents/FY%202019-
20%20Approved%20Budget%20And%20FY%202018-19%20Year%20End.pdf 
 

---------------------end of document--------------------- 


